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Pollinator Gardens 
A Project Proposal to 

the Horticultural Societies of Parkdale and Toronto 
 

Submitted by: Clement Kent, Ph.D., York University  clementk@yorku.ca 
 
Overview:  
 
 This project will create attractive “pollinator gardens” providing both food and 
habitat for a variety of native pollinator species, such as hummingbirds, butterflies, 
and bees. The gardens will range in size from small beds suitable for addition to our 
member’s gardens, to medium-size beds for those with more space or for small 
public garden projects, to a few large beds serving as demonstration sites. 
Ecologically sound in design, these gardens will also be beautiful, featuring lots of 
bloom, and sustainable with many low-maintenance native perennials. 
 
 In addition to the benefits to wildlife and the pleasure for gardeners, these 
pollinator gardens will serve three other important functions: 
 

First, they will provide materials for educating the public beyond our own 
members in the value of conserving wildlife habitat and ways of doing so attractively 
and easily. We will invite participation by teachers and school classes in activities 
such as monarch caterpillar raising and monarch wing tagging, with the hope of 
establishing pollinator gardens in a few schools in the second and later years of the 
project. 
 
 Second, we will provide materials such as bee nesting boxes to our 
pollination gardeners and will liaise with authorities in identifying Canadian native 
bees at York University. Participation by York students may allow us to answer 
scientific questions about what pollinator garden designs work best and how many 
types of urban pollinators we can attract. The goal here is 1-2 scientific publications 
in year two, and education of our own members in pollinator identification and 
ecology. 
 
 Third, we will work to establish demonstration gardens in public spaces by 
cooperation with Parks, Conservation Authorities, and School Boards. This is 
anticipated to be a longer-term goal with our first-year projects acting as proof-of-
concept demonstrations to establish costs and credibility. 
 
 The costs of the project will be partially offset by sales of garden kits to 
members, in cooperation with the Plant Fair. All labour will be volunteer but we have 
budgeted for travel and materials expenses for participants. 
 
 The budgetary request for Year 1 is detailed in the accompanying 
spreadsheet, and totals $2,386.97.  
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We will also apply for external funding for Year two. If the amount requested 
for Year 1 exceeds that available, we will reduce the number of gardens planned to 
match funds available. 
 
Details: 
 
Project Organization: 
 
 The project will be staffed by volunteers. There will be the following roles: 
 

• Project Designer (PD) – Clement Kent. Sets project goals and facilitates 
liaison with all other groups. 

 
• Project Coordinator (PC) – TBD. Logistics coordinator who marshals 

volunteers, materials, etc. at plantings, etc. Similar to Plant Fair coordinator 
role, but less demanding. Responsible along with PD for budgetary matters 
and reports to Hort, liaison with Board, etc. 

 
• Community Liaison (CL) – TBD. Works with PC and other volunteers to 

create and grow community involvement. This is a people-oriented role which 
is essential to getting the largest number of gardens, both private and public. 
As Year 1 progresses will focus progressively on involving city and school 
groups. 

 
• Garden Volunteers (GVs) – TBD. Each GV works on one or more specific 

pollinator gardens, either public or private. The most important people…. 
 
• Science Nerds (SNs). Don’t let the SN hear you call them by their full title! 

SNs have scientific expertise in some area of wildlife we are attracting – 
either botanist, entomologist, or ornithologist. Clement has contacted several 
professors at York University to see if Masters-level students are available 
who may wish to do projects with the Hort. We have leads but not firm 
commitments yet. Involvement may be informal in Year 1 and more formal in 
Year 2. Two York professors are enthusiastic about the idea but student 
projects are often decided 6 months to 1 year ahead. 

 
• Artists (A) - TBD. A project goal is to involve members of the vibrant 

downtown artists community in designs for installations in these gardens. We 
have expressions of interest from at least two individuals and will be pursuing 
a total of 3-4 involved with the project over 2 years. Last but not least! 
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Garden Plans: 
 
 There will be designs for 3 sizes of garden: S,M, and L. 
 

• Small gardens will be suitable for private back- or front yards. These will be 
planned around a minimum of 2 square yards of land and a kit containing 6-8 
plants. Bee Nest box not included in kit, but if several neighbors each install a 
small pollinator garden they can share a box. Small garden kits will be sold at 
a normal Plant-Fair markup to give prices comparable to nursery price. The 
benefits to the gardeners will include the unusual selection of plants and 
special instructions and training. 

 
• Medium gardens will have a minimum of four square yards of land (preferably 

more) and will receive around a dozen plants, instructions and training, plus a 
bee nest box if desired. Medium garden kits will be sold at the same markup 
as small kits for private gardens, or provided to Hort public garden sites gratis 
if at least two members for that site join the project as volunteers. A Medium 
kit is also the right size for things like a starter school garden. Medium 
gardens will have pollinator communities censused by science volunteers. 

 
• Large gardens are targeted for 10 square yards of land or more and will 

contain a minimum of 20-40 large plants, bee nest box(es), durable posters 
explaining garden purpose and the Hort’s role, science census, and will be 
candidate for further improvements in Year 2 as funding and volunteer 
involvement permit. These gardens reach a critical mass for many species of 
butterflies and bees and should be lively spots. Artists’ installations will be 
targeted for these gardens. 

 
The native plants I have selected include species suitable for dry, normal, or wet 

sites. Volunteers with special site requirements (hot & dry, or water garden) can 
receive a special kit adapted to that site by giving the coordinators at least 1 months 
notice. I am also negotiating with green roof proprietors to see if a green roof 
pollinator garden is feasible this year. Plants species will be predominantly 
perennial, with enough annuals in the first year to fill gaps. Plans do not include 
purchase of native ground covers as I believe enough of these can be sourced by 
divisions from members’ gardens to avoid paying for them. 
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Scientific goals: 
 
 Although studies exist on pollinator requirements, very few exist which look at 
what the best garden design is to attract and nourish the maximum diversity of 
pollinators in a Canadian urban setting. Many existing “butterfly garden” kits use a 
large number of non-native species or ones not adapted to Canadian climate. Little 
work has been done on a community-level survey of what pollinators can thrive in 
city settings. Last but not least, what changes in attitudes, rules, and regulations 
need to happen to make urban wildlife gardens successful and how can they be 
integrated into dense urban neighborhoods? Goals for the project will be: 
 

• Determine number and kinds of species in urban pollinator gardens 
 
• Find if species number and diversity rises as gardens become established 
 
• Measure which species are actually breeding in the gardens and how 

successful they are 
 
• Analyse sociological and political aspects of urban wildlife garden 

establishment, community involvement, and government relations. 
 
The first three goals are suitable for undergraduate or masters level projects for 
biology students. As noted previously, I have contacted professors in the York 
University Biology department and have ongoing discussions with them about their 
students’ involvement. One of these professors is the organizer of a Canada-wide 
research initiative funded by the National Science and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada (NSERC program CanPolin) and is in a good position to provide 
links to groups in other communities with similar goals. The second professor has 
volunteered to replace his front lawn with a Large Pollinator Garden and to monitor 
the species it attracts! 
 
 The fourth goal is best achieved by students in sociology, political science, or 
environmental studies. I have agreed to collaborate with a Masters student from the 
York Faculty of Environmental Studies who is organizing an event on pollinators in 
Toronto in June. As a speaker, I’m hoping that by June I’ll be able to speak about 
our project’s progress, if it is approved. I also have a potential student volunteer from 
the Guelph Landscape Architecture program. My secret agenda here is to have 
students with an interest in community relations to work with and learn from Hort 
members like Caroline Taron who know how to work with the city. In this way Year 2 
proposals can be created and guided through the needed approvals by a larger 
team. 
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Artistic goals: 
 
 As my January talk emphasized, I believe artists have much to contribute in 
making urban landscapes more wildlife friendly and more aesthetically pleasing. As 
our gardens progress, I will be encouraging artist submissions for installations in the 
Pollinator Gardens. I have one commitment, from an established artist who has done 
previous park garden sculpture installation work, to design a bee habitat sculpture 
out of natural materials. This will be a combination arts and science project, since by 
incorporating different materials in the installation, then censusing them in winter to 
determine which attracted nesting bees, we will be doing art and science together. 
Goals: 
 

• Produce at least one artist installation in Year 1 
 
• Introduce at least 6 further artists to the project during Year 1 and solicit 

proposals for installations/designs for Year 2  
 
• 2-4 proposals to be completed, including budget, by October 2010 for 

inclusion in year end report to Hort and consideration for second year budget. 
 
Year 2: 
 

If we are able to attract a sufficient number and quality of arts and science 
activities for Year 2, I will encourage project volunteers to submit grant applications 
(with official letters of support from the Hort) to various private and public funding 
sources. If we have attractive gardens to show from 2010 and worthy proposals for 
2011, plus a continued level of monetary and volunteer involvement from the Hort, I 
believe it should be possible to obtain 5 to 10 times the level of Hort funding from 
several other sources.  

 
One of my goals as project designer will be to support this activity going 

forward, both by mentoring volunteers who will actually write and pursue the funding 
applications, and by providing positive publicity in the form of talks and articles about 
the project. This is a particular skill of mine, and one where I can contribute most. I 
have already accepted two invitations, one from the conference in June mentioned 
above and another from the Bolton Horticultural Society in August, where I will 
prominently feature this project and our Hort’s involvement if the project goes 
forward. I will also be a co-author on at least 1-2 articles for popular journals or 
newspapers and will be co-author on at least 1-3 scholarly publications by end 2011 
featuring aspects of the project, if the project goes ahead and I find suitable 
academic collaborators. 
 
Summary: 
 
 This project has worthy goals, attractive gardens, is educational, involves us 
with other groups, will attract many volunteers, and should be fun too! 
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Plants to be used: 
(This is not a complete list but gives an idea of what is being considered). 
 
Monarda (Bee Balm). Native, easy to grow, and will be sourced from divisions from 
members gardens, not purchased. Very attractive to hummingbirds. 

 
 
Asclepias incarnata – Swamp milkweed. Native, easy to grow, attractive flowers. 
Good in wet to normal soil, will be available to volunteers with water gardens. 
Purchased as plugs or pots. 

 
 
Asclepias tuberosa – Butterfly milkweed. Native, attractive flowers. Good in dry to 
normal soil, front of garden. Purchased as pots, or plugs for year 2. 

 
 
Asclepias curassavica – Texas milkweed. Native to southern zones, grown as 
annual, very attractive flowers. Normal soil, mid garden. Purchased as pots, or easily 
greenhouse started if we have access to one. Excellent first-year fill-in while 
perennials are growing. 
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Echinacea purpurea –Native perennial, attractive long-lasting flowers. Normal to dry 
soil, mid garden. Purchased as pots, or easily greenhouse started if we have access 
to one. Blooms first-year, more abundantly second. 

 
 
Verbena hastata – blue vervain. Native, long bloom period, normal to wet soil. 
Choice in water garden. Purchased in plugs, grows quickly and gives first year 
bloom. 

  
 
Ground cover will use native violets and forest floor plants such as bloodroot.  
 
Additional native plants will be added as availability permits – I thank Barry Parker 
for suggesting Liatris ligulistylis, which we will certainly add if a supplier is found. 
 
In large garden sites where space permits we will consider using native shrubs to 
provide greater spring bloom, and back of border form as well as fall and winter 
colour. Some of these are also habitat for butterfly caterpillars. Due to the higher 
cost of shrubs from suppliers, only shrubs we can root from cuttings ourselves will 
be considered, so there is no cost line item for these in the budget. Necessarily this 
means the shrubs will not have an impact in the gardens until they achieve growth in 
second and later years. Native pussy willows, viburnums, and shrub dogwoods all 
meet these goals as being easy to root, fast growing, spring blooming, and have 
attractive winter stems. 


